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PUBLIC DEBT MANAGEMENT:  AN 
OVERVIEW (1)

GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK
GOVERNANCE  
COMPONENTS



PUBLIC DEBT MANAGEMENT:  AN 
OVERVIEW (2)



DMOS RESPONSIBILITIES

CORE DMO RESPONSIBILITIES  

FRONT OFFICE MIDDLE OFFICE BACK OFFICE CLIENT SERVICING 

Loan negotiations 

Transactions pricing 

Debt issuance 

• Domestic 

• External 

Debt portfolio management 

Market development 

Project financing 

Cash flow management 

Investor relations 

Investment management 

Debt policies 

Debt strategies 

Risk analysis 

Debt portfolio monitoring 

Support debt sustainability analysis 

Reporting and publications 

Limit monitoring 

On-lending and guarantee policies 

Relationship with rating agencies 

Legal agreements 

IT and IMS (controls) 

Payment validation & confirmation 

Payment Orders 

Disbursements 

Debt records 

Debt recording systems 

Debt accounting 

Debt reports 

Forecasts 

Project administration 

On lending to and 
investments for: 

• SoEs 

• Sub-nationals 

Loan guarantees 

Parastatals control 

Public Private 
Partnership (PPP)  

 



RECENT DEVELOPMENTS: 
MACROECONOMIC CONDITIONS (1)

• Fiscal vulnerabilities

• dichotomy between advanced and emerging/developing markets

• risks straddle between:

• global recession led by another downturn in advanced economies

• high inflation led by demand by emerging markets

• Macroeconomic policies 
• Fiscal consolidation plans threatened by lack of growth

• Low tax receipts � higher level of debt � unsustainable debt 

• Low growth in the US & EU �� emerging markets (despite � in 
South to South trade which is concentrated on intermediate products)

• Monetary easing becomes inflationary in the advanced economies

• Monetary tightening not sufficient and timely to curb inflation in 
emerging economies



RECENT DEVELOPMENTS: 
MACROECONOMIC CONDITIONS (2)



RECENT DEVELOPMENTS: MARKETS 
(1)



RECENT DEVELOPMENTS: MARKETS 
(2)



RECENT DEVELOPMENTS: MARKETS 
(3)



RECENT DEVELOPMENTS:
CONTINGENT LIABILITIES



RECENT DEVELOPMENTS: 
LEGISLATION PROCESS

• Legislation process

• takes longer than the time it takes for markets to react

• US congress

• EURO zone countries

• emergency powers even if they are available, may not be 
desirable

• Could trigger adverse market reaction 



CHALLENGES FOR DMOS:
FISCAL VULNERABILITY 



CHALLENGES TO THE DEBT 
MANAGERS



CHALLENGES TO DEBT MANAGERS

• Combination of risks � change the characteristics of  the debt portfolio

• managing high level of debt, high debt service payments

• redemption profile (shortened)

• % of floating rate, FX 

• Monitoring an ever changing risk environment

• understanding the immediate, medium and long term implications

• identifying correlated risks,  particularly those that would lead to 
crystallising of implicit contingent liabilities

• work up options to mitigate risks (within existing debt framework)

• options beyond the boundaries of agreed framework

• keep decision makers apprised of situation (noting some options may 
require legislation)

• consider seeking approval or conditional approval for a range of
alternative measures to enable taking actions when and if the need 
arise



CHALLENGES TO DEBT MANAGERS

• Implementing changes requires careful handling:

• INTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS

• seeking agreement with other policy makers (fiscal, monetary, etc) within 
the government – important to have joined up approach

• briefing senior officials and decision makers extensively

• seeking approval for bold changes if that is what is required

• EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS

• market participants (consultation might be required depending on the 
change being contemplated, in particular if there are primary dealers)

• credit rating agencies

• large official creditors

• Resources

• High demand on staff (in particular middle and front offices)

• Take lessons from others (rather than reinventing the wheel)



CONCLUSION

• MACROECONOMIC AND MARKET CONDITIONS

• current environment likely to persist in the medium term

• at best conditions set to continue to be unpredictable 

• consequently making the tasks of debt managers difficult 

• NONETHELESS, DEBT MANAGERS NEED TO BE 
PROACTIVE

• examine all options (taking lessons from others thus far) 

• consult (if appropriate) with key stakeholders before introducing new 
actions or changes

• prepare decision makers to take informed and evidence based 
decisions

• communicate changes clearly (addressing caveats head-on)


